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What do you think
you learned from
the IB at UISG

Me as a violinist in NUS symphony orchestra

University campus field

I think the IB is one of the most challenging, yet rewarding programme in
the world. Yes, it had a lot of its demands, like the IAs, IOs, the extended
essay and CAS to fulfill on top of just our grades, but the lessons you
learned from all that was priceless. (continues on the next question)
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How has it helped you at university

My experiences from IB definitely helped me survive through the first
semester of my university.
Unlike in high school, the university professors will not spoon-feed
everything you need to pass the course for you. If you have questions,
you book a meeting with the professor or email them to discuss further.
And this was exactly what the IB programme was preparing us to do –
becoming an independent learner and thinker.
Moreover, I realized that university studies are in a whole different level,
where it requires more than just simple memorization of notes. In fact,
most of my exams that I had to take in NUS were open book, meaning
that the questions they ask you require critical thinking and application of
the knowledge that you’ve learned from the classes. I think this is another
important quality that IB installed in us – adaptability and critical thinking.
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What are your recommendations for younger students

Whether it’s your studies, sports or chilling with your friends, always live
the moment to the fullest so that you won’t regret when looking back to it.
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What are your warmest memories of UISG
What did you enjoy most?

My friends! Although I only went
to Utahloy for two years, I was
able to meet my friends that
became very precious for me. We
used to eat lunch together
everyday and spent time with
each other playing board games
in the 2nd floor “board game”
room. We still have group video
calls time to time sharing our lives
in our new respective countries.
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Me and my friends in the 2nd floor “board game” room that we used to go
everyday after lunch

Any CAS, activity or sports memories that stand out

I enjoyed U2NESCO, 1) Because I always liked MUN and 2) Since I got to
meet a lot of good friends there. I got to share rooms with my best friend
AND I also won the Best Delegate as well which I was very happy about.

Seeun Kim
UISG Class of 2020
Yonsei University,
Business Administration
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What do you think you learned from the IB at UISG
IB at UISG helped me to see
things from different
perspectives and learn variety
of subjects in depth. It helped
me to realize my interest and
choose my major by
experiencing different fields.
Also, it helped me with my time
management skills. IB was a
difficult programme and time
management was the key to
finish everything before
deadline. It helped me to be
organized as I always tried to
keep my work on track.
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How has it helped you at university

I took Business Management HL
which made me get really
interested in business in general.
As I learnt about business for the
past 2 years it definitely gave me
a lot of knowledge about that
field which is currently helping
me in university as I learn about it
in more depth.
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What are your recommendations for younger students

Enjoying everything you can
before graduation is what I
want to recommend. Especially
joining sports teams or other
clubs can definitely make
school so much more fun and
interesting. Playing for Utahloy
sports team is still one of my
favorite memories.
What are your warmest memories of UISG? What did you enjoy most? I
really enjoying going to tournaments and games for the school basketball
and soccer team. Especially since many of my friends played sports as well
it was really fun and gave me great memories.
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Any CAS, activity or sports memories that stand out

My CAS project was making senior jackets for our grade when we were
seniors, the process was rough and not that easy but it was worth it. Also,
for my senior year we had GISAC tournament at our school and we won
second place. However, due to covid it was my last tournament at Utahloy
which made the memory even more precious.
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Was there a trip you went on that you enjoyed?

Year Camps always gave great
memories. I remember we went to
Thailand in grade 6 camp, which was a
completely new experience for me. We
had a lot of fun and learnt a lot about
their culture. Also, sports tournaments
like ACAMIS mostly happens to be a
trip to other places, they give such
good memories which still makes me
think about it sometimes

Yehun Kim
UISG Class of 2021
The University of Hong Kong,
International Business Global
Management
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What do you think you learned from the IB at UISG
I have learned a lot of things not only
about studies but also the ways to
comprehend different cultures and
people from diverse countries. About
studies, I have learned how to manage
time efficiently and especially how to
study by myself. This programme, IB, lets
students accomplish assignments not by
wholly depending on teachers or
textbooks, but by contriving own
creative ideas and utilizing critical
thinking skills. These skills led me to
learn beyond the superficial knowledge
or content in each subject.
UISG gave me unforgettable memories.
Gathering with friends, joining sports
activities, and studying in a competitive
environment greatly helped me grow up.
I had been an introvert before I went to
UISG; however, as I started to learn
about new cultures and perform various
activities such as presentations and
speech in classes, my personality has
gradually changed. The school gives
these opportunities to many students.
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How has it helped you at university

Time management is not only important
in IB but in everywhere! I always try to
use time efficiently and the ways I used
during IB still help me a lot. I could also
communicate well with friends from
other countries and often hang out with
them whenever I have free time. The
confidence I have gained enabled me to
perform different activities even in front
of many people.
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What are your recommendations for younger students

First of all, I would like to share one maxim I have
reminded whenever I was tired and depressed during IB.
“It is always darkest just before the dawn.” Everyone in IB
is going through tough times and we know that. But trust
me! It is worth it! Think the time and effort that you are
spending now is an investment for the future!
I would also recommend you to “study hard and play
hard.” You need to rest well to study well. Try to use the
time efficiently. Studying all day without any rest is not
efficient. Sometimes do what you love and enjoy those
times. But remember if you want to do what you love,
sometimes you should what you do not love. If you make a
balance between two sides, that would be perfect!
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What are your warmest memories of UISG? What did you
enjoy most? & Any CAS, activity or sports memories that
stand out?

I still cannot forget winning the trophy in the last ACAMIS football
tournament before I left the school. We had to face the team that had
defeated us in the early rounds. We were frustrated and had no confidence
to face them. However, our coach has given us a speech, not about tactics
or strategies, but saying ‘thank you’ to each player for dedicating to the
team and to our school. All of us then had the confidence to defeat the
team and we were strongly motivated. That was about how strong a team
can be, not about how professional or powerful an individual is.

Margaux de
Lamarzelle
UISG Class of 2017
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What do you think you learned from the IB at UISG

The biggest learning was probably the importance of working hard but
more significantly the value of working smartly. You only have 2 years to
learn a significant amount of content so you have to be efficient with how
you plan your time and learning to ensure the greatest results.
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How has it helped you at university

It provided me with a good foundation
on how to study and learn that I have
used at university and was able to easily
expand on.
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What are your
recommendations
for younger students

Make sure you surround yourself
with people that push you and
have similar goals as you as you
will all lift each other up.
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What are your warmest memories of UISG? Any CAS,
activity or sports memories that stand out?

My warmest memories are not necessarily the big moments like all of
us graduating but more the small moments like just joking around
when we used to have lunch. Founding the chess club was probably
the biggest standout and I would highly encourage anyone to start
their own CAS activity.

Stanislas de Lamarzelle
UISG Class of 2019
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What do you think you learned from the IB at UISG

I think the IB improved my way
of thinking and gave me a more
open-minded approach to
problems. The skills learned have
clearly helped me in my
university and in my work life
when it comes to brainstorming
and solving issues. Courses like
TOK and CAS have helped me to
have an open mind.
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How has it helped you at university

The depth in courses from IB has
truly made me able to stand out as
the current syllabus in Business I am
studying at University teaches
deeper the same content I learned
with IB. IB has taught me time
management and has shown me the
value of a large number of projects
which could be given to me during
my stay at University. Moreover, I
realized that university studies in
line with IB require deeper analysis
and more understanding rather than
only memorization.
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What are your recommendations for younger students

It’s important to know that when doing IB, it's paramount to be able to
balance out life, education, and sports. So remember to try to not only
focus on education but also to focus on extra activities to learn new
skills. This is what will make you stand out in the future.
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What are your warmest memories of UISG? What did you
enjoy most?

The best memories I have during my stay at UISG were my ability to go to
the library and participate in chess clubs. The school has also strong teacher
resources and a large number of past papers to practice. In addition, UISG
has a lot of students from truly different nationalities and international
backgrounds which has allowed me to be able to learn from them and
understand how to adapt when it comes to working on projects.
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Any CAS, activity or sports memories that stand out

The best activity was when I
had the chess competition
in school. It really helped
me and made me fall back
in love with chess. Since
then I keep playing chess
online and compete with
others.

Marine de Lamarzelle
UISG Class of 2015
McGill University / Hong Kong University
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What do you think you
learned from the IB
at UISG

The IB program offers a high
quality education. Those two
years equipped me with
future-ready skills, such as the
ability to conduct research, think
critically and perform
presentations.
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How has it helped you
at university

The skills I developed
throughout the IB program
helped me throughout my
university journey.
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What are your recommendations for younger students

Do not solely rely on what you are taught at UISG. With knowledge
readily available online or in books, always have a curious mind-set
and continue to learn.
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What are your warmest memories of UISG? What did you
enjoy most?

I feel one the warmest memories was my graduation. This evening of
celebration marked the end of my six years at UISG. During this time, I
became bilingual in English (having arrived at UISG only speaking my
mother tongue French), made new friendships, discovered new cultures and
finished the IB program. Having the opportunity to celebrate those
accomplishments with the beautiful ceremony we had was amazing.
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Any CAS, activity or sports memories that stand out?

I started high school almost ten years ago therefore I doubt my
activities are still be relevant today. However, I remember joining
MUN and attending a conference for it in Singapore. Not only did it
offer the opportunity to discuss socio-economic issues, but I also
loved meeting other students my age from other schools.
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